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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we will consider the formally self-adjomt equation 
l(y) = iy” + %Y’ + w9q’ + P)Y 
where Q and p are real-valued functions defined on [a, 00). We use I(y) to 
define a symmetric differential operator L, on a subspace of L2(a, 00) (the 
set of all complex-valued functions that are Lebesgue square integrable on 
[a, co)) and to determine its deficiency indices. These indices are denoted 
as an ordered pair (p, s) where p and Q are the number of nontrivial linearly 
independent solutions of the equations 
Lo*(Y) = AY 
(1) 
L,*(Y) = AY, 
which are in L2(a, co) (where L,* IS the adjoint operator of L, and A is 
any complex number with Im h > 0). 
It has been shown by Naimark [3, p. 661 that each of p and 4 is at most 3. 
Also, Everitt [I] indicated that either p > 2 and Q > I, or p > 1 and Q > 2. 
That is, p and q must be nonzero and also satisfy 3 < p + q < 6. Most of 
the work m this area has been done using a formally selfadjoint even order 
equation with real coefficients. The results show, for an equation of order 272, 
that n < p = q < 2n (Naimark [3]). A recent contribution in this area is 
given by Walker [5]. 
Here we show that the deficiency indices are not necessarily the same as in 
the even order case and that they verify the inequality 3 < p + q < 6. 
We are able to show that under certain given conditions they may be either 
(1, 2), (2,2), or (3, 3). This will be done, for the most part, by making use of 
theorems and techniques which were previously developed by the author [4]. 
The followmg theorem will be needed. 
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THEOREM 1 (Hinton [2]). If q > 0 on [a, co) and q”/ql+lin is in L(a, co), 
for n a positive integer, then 
(1) ql/” is not 2n L(a, co), 
(ii) (q’/ql+lin)’ is in L(a, co), and 
(ill) (q’/q1T1/2rL)2 is in L(a, 00). 
2. THE OPERATOR L, 
Let D be the set of y in L2(a, co) such that y, y’, and y” are absolutely 
continuous on [a, t] for each t > a and such that l(y) IS in L2(a, co). The set D 
is a subspace of L2(a, co). Now let L be an operator on D, i.e., 
defined by 
for each y m D. 
L : D - L2(a, co) 
L(Y) = Z(Y) 
If we follow the argument given by Narmark [3, p. 601 we are able to 
construct the adloint operator L, of L, i.e., L,* = L. We will find the 
deficiency indices of this operator. Thus from (1) we obtain 
This gives 
y’” + 4Y’ + ((4’/2) - ip + 4Y = 0, 
ym + qy’ + ((q//2) - ip + iA)y = 0. 
(2) 
(3) 
For simplicity set h = a + bi with b > 0 and then wrote the above equations 
as 
y”’ + qy’ + W/2) - 4~ - 4 + ktb))y = 0, (4) 
where in (&b) the +b corresponds to Eq. (2) and the first deficiency index, 
and the -b corresponds to Eq. (3) and the second deficiency index. The 
problem 1s now reduced to finding the number of nontrivial linearly inde- 
pendent solutions of Eq. (4) which are m L2(a, co). This will be done by 
findmg the asymptotic solutions of this equation. There will be four cases 
considered, q > 0, q < 0, p # 0, and p --t 0, q + 0 as t + 00. 
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It should be mentioned that whenever the signs (&) or (F) appear in this 
paper the top sign will always refer to the first deficiency index and the 
bottom sign the second deficiency index. 
3. q POSITIVE 
Throughout this section we will assume that q > 0 on [a, co). Since 
h = a + bi may be any complex number with b > 0 we will assume a = 0 
and b = 1. Equation (4) becomes 
Y”’ + qy’ + ((d/2) - ip + (f 1))Y = 0. (5) 
THEOREM 2. If q”/q3i2, p’/q3i2, (p/q5/4)2, and (l/q)“/” are in L(a, co) and 
(i) if l/q is in L(a, 00) then the deficiency indices of the operator L, are 
(3,3), and 
(ii) ;f l/q is not in L(a, co) and q’ is bounded on [a, CO) then the dejiciency 
indices of L, are (1,2). 
Proof. One can show with some calculations that these hypotheses 
satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 8 in [4]. By computing the results of 
Theorem 8 we obtain a number t,, 3 a and three linearly independent 
solutions yr , y2 , and ya of each equation in (5) such that for t > to 
y1 = W4Y2exp ( jlo KFllP) + W!7)1 d’) (1 + o(l)), 
Y2 = (l/nY” exp (jlo Kt VW - (Wd + W21 do) (1 + 41>)1 
y3 = (l/W2 exp (f. kt l/&z) - Wd - W2>1 d7) (1 + o(l))- 
To find which of these solutions are in L2(a, co) we consider 
f. I y1 I2 dT = jl, (l/q) exp (f. (12/d d7,) I 1 + 41)l” dT, 
and 
s:, 1~2 I2 dT = j:, 1~3 I2 dT 
= j;, (l/q) exp ( jiO W/q) k) I 1 + o(l)12 d7, 
where 1 + o(1) --t 1 as t -+ co. 
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If (i) holds, that is, I/q is in L(a, co), then it is clear that for both signs 
(+) and (F), the solutions yi , ys , and ys of Eq. (5) are in L2(t, , CO). Since 
each solution is continuous on [a, co) they are also in L2(a, CO). We will use 
this fact without mentioning it from now on. Therefore the deficiency indices 
of the operator L, when (i) holds are (3, 3). 
If (ii) holds, that is l/q is not in L(a, co), then for the top sign (first index) 
one obtains 
and 
j: I yz I2 dT = j;, 1~3 I2dT 
> (l/2) (exp (f (l/d do) - 1) h 
where t, 3 t, was selected so that l/2 < 1 1 + o(l)/” < 2. From this we 
have yi in L2(a, CO), and y2 and ya are not in L2(a, co). Now if we can show 
that no nontrivial linear combinations of ys and ys are in L2(u, CO) then the 
first index will be one. Because of length and complexity of this argument it is 
left for Lemma 3 which follows this theorem. It is in this lemma that the fact 
that 4’ is bounded on [a, co), will be used. 
For the bottom sign (second index) we obtain 
jll 1 y1 1’ dT 2 (l/4) (exP (j:, (2/!?)d~) - 1), 
and 
j:,I~z I2 dT = j:, 1~3 I2 dT 
< 2 (1 - exp (j~l(-l/dd~))j 
where t, 3 t, was selected as before. From this we see that y2 and ~a are in 
L2(u, CO) and that yr is not. Thus the second index is two. Therefore the 
deficiency indices of the operator L, when (ii) holds are (1, 2). 
LEMMA 3. If q”/q3i2 is in L(u, CO) and (ii) of Theorem 5 holds, then no 
nontrivial linear combinations of y2 and y3 (using the top s& +) are in L2(u, co). 
Proof. To prove this we must show that for any nonzero complex number 
y, y2 + yy3 is not in L2(u, co). 
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First, let 01 and /3 be two real numbers selected so that 
0<<01</3<2 and p-,=1 
and let 
S = {rete : 015-r < 0 < fin-} 
be a sector m the complex plane which does not contain the point -y. 
Now from Theorem 1 we see that q112 IS not in L(a, KI). Thus let A, for 
k = 0, 1,2,... be the set of all those values t for which 
(2k + + < j-1, 2q112 dT < (2k + &T, 
where t, > t, is chosen large enough to satisfy some necessary conditions 
which will follow. A, is closed interval for each k and A, n A, = C$ for k + j. 
For each t in A, the point 
(i’ 
t 
exp i 2q112 dr 
tl 1 
is in the sector S and therefore its distance from -YE, for any E > 0 given, 
is bounded below by some number 6 (Fig. 1). 
FIG. 1. A lower bound for l(y2/y3) + y /. 
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Using this we have 
I(y2/y3) + Y I = j exp (i jil 2P do) (1 + 41)) + 7 j 
= exp(o(lN )exp (2 j;, 2q1/” do) + y exp(-o(1)) ( 
2 (1 - El)6 > 0, 
where t, > t, 1s selected so that for t > t, , 0 < c1 < 1 and 1 o(l)1 < <I . 
(This is the first of the necessary conditions mentioned above with respect 
to selectmg t, > t, .) 
Next chose k, large enough so that for k > k, , Ak is contamed in [tl , co). 
Then 
jAL 1 y2 + YY3 1’ dT = jAL 1y3 I2 1(Y2/Y3) + Y I2 dT (6) 
> (1 - cl)” S2 j I y3 I2 d7 
Ah 
3 A jA, (llq) exp ( jll (l/q) 4) 6 (7) 
where A = (l/2)(1 - cl)2 S2 and t, 3 t, was selected large enough so that 
l/2 < j 1 + o(l)]” for t > t, . (This is the last time t, > t,, will be selected.) 
Now we want to bound (7) below by some function of k whose series ~111 
diverge as k + 00. To this end, set 
w(t) = 
i’ 
’ 2q1i2 dr 
t1 
and smce q1j2 is not m L(a, co) w has an inverse #, i.e., #(w(t)) = t. Set 
s = w(t) and (7) becomes 
‘4 jwcAij Wq3’2)M4) exp ( j, (liq”‘3M4) k) dc (8) 
with w(d& = [(2k + 01)rr, (2k + /+I. Next we want to show that there is a 
number s2 >, 0 such that for s > s2 
exp (J” (l/q”‘“) do) > B, logs (9) 
82 
where B, > 0. To do this, use L’Hospital’s rule and the fact that q’ is 
continuous and bounded on [a, CD) to obtam 
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as s -+ CL). Thus there is a number S, > 0 such that for s >, ss 
1 lq3’2(w) > 1 Is 1% s, 
i ’ (l/q”/“) da > log(log s/log sz), 89. 
(10) 
and 
exp ( j’ ( 1/q3’2) d”) 3 (l/log ~2) log s 
*a 
which is what we want to show. 
Now there is an integer K, >, k, , such that for k >, k, , w(dk) is in [ss , 00). 
Finally using (8)-(10) gives 
with 
= B(log((2k + )6b) - log(@ + +)) 
= B log(l + (W + a)), 
B = (A/log SJ exp (jI( l/g/“) du). 
Finally, using this with (6) and (7) gives 
k=k, 
and with the integral test one finds that the above series diverges as 
n--t co. 
Therefore no nontrivial linear combinations of ys and y3 are in L*(cz, a). 
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4. q NEGATIVE 
In this section we will assume that q < 0 on [a, co) and h = i in Eq. (4). 
That is we will use Eq. (5) as in the previous section. 
The following lemma is needed. 
LEMMA 4. -rf (-q”)/(-q)3~2 and (l/-q)“/” are in L(a, co) then (-q) -+ co 
ast+cg. 
Proof. Using the fact that -q > 0 in Theorem 1 we see that (-q//(-q)“/“)’ 
is in L(a, co). Thus the term -q’/(-q)“12 is bounded on [a, co), say by K. 
Now 
(l/-4)3(t) = -3 jt (-d/(-q)“> dT + w-!7)3(4* 
a 
This integral converges as t -+ co because 
j" d-d/-d4 I dT = j" l(--4'/(-d3'2 I U/-q>"/" I dT 
a a 
< K 
s 
t 1(1/-q)“/” I d7. 
a 
Thus the limit as t -+ co of 1/(-q)3 exists. Suppose it is some constant c. 
Then 
(l/-q)“/” + c5/6 
as t + co. But since this is in L(a, co) the constant c must be zero. The 
conclusion follows readily. 
THEOREM 5. If q”/(-q)“/“, p’/(-q)3/2, (p/(-q)5/4)2, and (l/--q)“/” are 
in L(a, 00) and 
(i) if l/q is in L(a, 00) then the dejiciency indices of the operator L, are 
(2,2) and 
(ii) if l/q is not in L(a, co) the de$ciency indices of L, are (1,2). 
Proof. Here one can also show with some calculations that the hypotheses 
satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 6 in [4]. By computing the results of 
Theorem 6 we obtain a number t, >, a and three linearly independent 
w/143-3 
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solutions y1 , y2 , and ys of each equation in (5) such that for t 3 to 
h(t) = (l/-a>‘/” exp (ji” W/d + Wdl d’) (1 + o(l)), 
yz(t) == (1/-q)1/2 exp (J‘I, Krk1/37) + (-d”” + ww +1 +- o(l)), 
Y3(t) = U/-4Y exp (S IO CktWd - (-d’/” i- WWI do) (1 c o(l)). 
To find which of the above are in L2(a, co), we consider 
j1” I Y1 I2 do = jlo (U-4 exp (,I, WW b) I 1 + 41)12 d7, (11) 
foly2 I2 dT = 11 
0 
(l/--q) exp (jr,,K*ljq) + X-TW~I drl) I 1 TV 4l)l” dry 
j;, 1~3 I’d7 = j~oU/--P) exp (&Ucz) - 2(-WI h) I 1 + 4>1” dT. 
First we will show, for both deficiency indices (f) and regardless of 
whether (i) or (ii) holds, that ys is not in L2(a, m) and y3 is in L2(a, a). By 
Lemma 4 we have that (--q)l/” -+ 03 and (&l/g) --j 0 as t + 00. Thus 
there is a number t, > t, and two positive constants K, and Ka such that for 
t > t, 
fl I .y2 I2 dT 3 K2 f, U/--Q) exp (f, (-W h) dT, 
f, I YS I2 dT < K3 jil (l/--q) exp ( -fl ( -q)1/2 dTl) d7. 
From Theorem l(iii) we see that (-q’/(-q)5/4)8 is in L(a, co). Then Lemma 4 
tells us that 1 /(-q)l12 3 0 as t -+ 00. So that together we have (-s’/( -4)3/2)2 
in L(a, co). Now by (ii) of Theorem 1 we have (-@/(--4)3/2) -+ c, where c IS 
a constant, as t + co. But since its square is in L(a, co), c must be zero. 
Therefore (-q’/(--q) 3/2 -+ 0 as t + co. Using this and assuming that )
f, 3 t, was selected large enough, so that for t > t, , 
(3/2)(-+~1) s ~112, 
(312) ~0g(-dwm) s jll (-e/2 dr, 
(-s(tY-dtl>>3/z S exp (fl (--4)1’2 d7) 
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(-q(t)/-q(tl))-3/2 >/ exp (- jl, (-+~)~‘a d?). 
Substrtutron of these results gives 
.t 
J 
.t 
y2 l2 dr > K,’ 
t1 J 
tl (-cz)~‘~ dT> 
J 
.t 
/ y3 I2 dT < K3’ 
t1 s 
1. (1/-q)5/” d7 
where K,’ = K2(-q(tJ-312 and K3’ == K3(-q(t1))3/2. Therefore ya 1s not 
in L(a, co) and ya 1s m L(a, co), and each deficiency index is at least one. 
Now fory, . If we assume that (i) holds, that is (l/q) is in L(a, CO), then it is 
clear from (11) that yr is in L2(a, co) for both deficiency indices (F). There- 
fore, taking into account ya and y3, the deficiency indices of L, when (i) 
holds are (2,2). 
If we assume (ii) holds, that is (l/q) IS not m L(a, oo), then by integrating 
(11) we have, for the top and bottom sign of (F), 
! 
.t 
tl 1~1 I2 do 2 (l/4) [exp (i‘: Q-4 dT) - 11, 
respectively, where f, 3 t, was selected so that l/2 < / 1 + o(1)j2 + 2. 
It is clear that for the first index (-) that yr is not in L2(a, CO). If we can show 
that no nontrivial linear combinations of yr and y2 are in L2(u, co) then the 
first index will be one. The proof of this is left to Lemma 6 which follows this 
theorem. It is also clear that for the second index (+) that yr is in L2(u, co). 
Thus the second index is two. Therefore, the deficiency indices of the operator 
L, when (ii) holds are (1, 2). 
LEMMA 6. If (-q) + cc us t --t co and (l/q) is not in L(u, co) then no 
nontrivial hear combinations ofyl undy, (using the top sign (-)) me in L2(u, CO). 
Pmof. We must show that for any nonzero complex number y that, 
yyl + y2 is not in L2(a, 00). 
Since (-q) + co as t - CO, we have that 
(-(-p)‘/” - (3/2q)) --f -cc 
as t-co. 
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Thus 
I WJY2 I = j Y exP (s:, r-(-w - (3/2di do) (1 + 41)) j 
= I o(l)1 
and 
,1. I WI +~2 I2 dT = f. 1~2 + y2(w1/y2)12 dT 
s 
t 
= t0 1~2 I2 I 1 + 41)12 dT 
3 (l/2) f, 1~2 I2 dT 
with t, > t,, selected so that l/2 < 1 1 + o(1)12 for t > t, . Since y2 is not in 
L2(a, co), v1 + y2 is not in L2(a, XI) either. 
5. p NONZERO 
Here we will assume that p # 0 on [a, co) and that X = i, that is, we will 
use Eq. (5) here also. Unfortunately we are unable to use any of the theorems 
in [4] to obtain asymptotic solutions of Eq. (5). The reason for this is that the 
term (4’/2 - ip + (+l)) is complex valued and the theorems do not hold 
for this case. To remedy this we develop another asymptotic theorem similar 
to Theorem 4 in [4]. To this end put Eq. (5) in the usual vector-matrix form 
Zl 
I 
[I [ 0 1 z2 = 0 x3 --(g/2 - ip + (&l)) “, 
Denote this by 2 = A<. 
THEOREM 7. If pn/p4/3, qf/p2/3, q2/p and l/p5/a are in L(a, co) then there are 
three linearly independent solutions ,Gl , 32 , 1, of 2’ = AP and a number 
t, >asuchthatfort > t,andk = 1,2,3 
T& exp (,:, [(1/39c2)(f 1/P”‘~) + W34(q/P1’3) - (~~~~‘~11 dT) - & 
as t --t CO where w1 = i, w2 = 1/3/2 - i/2, w3 = - 1/3/2 - i/2, and 
T = dia[$@, 1, p-l/s] 
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is a diagonal matrix, and 8, is the kth column vector of 
I 
1 1 1 
-w1 -w2 -“3 . 
WI2 -w22 -w32 J 
The proof of this theorem follows the same pattern as Theorem 4 in [4]. 
It will be omitted because of its length. It should be mentioned that the 
complex parts in Eq. (5) are absorbed by a constant matrix A, and offer no 
difficulty in this proof. 
THEOREM 8. If the hypotheses of Theorem 7 hold and 
(i) if l/p213 is in L(a, CO) then the deficiency indices of L, are (2,2) and 
(ii) if l/p213 is not in L(a, CO) then the dejciency indices are (1,2). 
Proof. Computing the results in Theorem 7 we obtain three linearly 
independent solutions y, , ys , andy, (yi is the first member in the vector 2,) of 
Eq. (5) and a number t, > a such that for t > t, 
y1 = (l/P”“) exp ( jIo [(f1/3~~/~) + (iq/W3 + (ipl’“)l dT ) (1 + o(l)), 
y2 = (l/p”“) exp i/i0 [(-l/6 - V/si/6)(&l/p2/3) 
+ (- 1/3/6 - i/6)(q/P3) + (d/3/2 - i/2)( ~l’~)] d’) (1 + o(l)), 
y3 = (l/pl’“> exp (f” [(-l/6 + 2/5i/6)(&1/~~‘~) 
+ (1/J/6 - i/6)(q/p1P) + (- 1&2 - i/2) p1i3] d7) (1 + o( 1)). 
The integrals in question are 
jl I Yl I’d7 = jio (l/P”‘“> exp (j;, (*2/3P”‘“) dTl) I 1 + o(l)l” d7, 
11. 1YZ I2 dT = f. (l/p”‘“) exp ( /lO [dTp1’3 - ( d9/3)(q/p1j3) 
+ (F1/3p2’3)] d7,) 1 1 + o(1)j2 dT, 
1:. 1~3 I2 dT = /lo (l/p213> exp (/ye [- ~‘Tpl/~ + (~‘/3/3)(q/pl/~) 
+ (+1/39’“)] dTl) 1 1 + 0(1)12 dT. 
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Now usmgp in Theorem 1 one can show, withp”/p4/3 and l/p5J3 in L(a, co), 
that l/p --f 0 as t -+ w (same argument as in Lemma 4). Next, 
J‘t i(q/p”l”)’ / dT < r 1(q’/p213)/ d7 + 2/3 f 1 q/pll% / 1 p’/p7j6 1 d7. 
h to to 
By Theorem 1 again, (p’/p 7/6 2 ) is in L(a, w), and from the hypothesis 
(q/p1/2)2 and q’/p2i3 are in L(a, co). This tells us that (q/p2/3)’ is in L(a, co) 
and thus q/p2i3 -+ c as t + w where c is a constant. But since (q/p’/“)” is in 
L(a, w) and l/~l/~ --f 0 we see that (q/p2l3)2 is in L(u, w). This can only 
happen rf c = 0. Therefore q/p2i3 + 0 as t -+ w. Using this we obtain a 
number t, > t, such that for t > t, andp > 0 
Using the fact that I/p + 0 we have for t > t, (assume it was selected large 
enough) 
p1j3 + (~1/3ps/a) > 1/2pl/? 
Making use of these inequalites in the above integrals involving y2 and y3 we 
obtain, for both deficiency indices (F) and regardless of whether (I) or (ii) 
holds, that for p > 0 y2 is not in L2(u, co) and ys is in L2(u, 03). Similarly, 
for p < 0 the inequalities are reversed and we see that y2 is in L2(u, w) and 
y3 is not. 
Y2 Y3 
p>O no yes 
1 p<O ( yes 1 
1 
-I 
Next, it is clear that when (i) holds that yr is in L2(u, 00) for both indices. 
Thus the deficiency indices of L, when (i) holds, for both p > 0 and p < 0, 
are (2,2). 
When (ii) holds we obtain by integration, for both p > 0 and p < 0, 
the following inequalities which represent the first (+) and second (-) 
indices respectively: 
j;, I Yl I2 d7 3 (3/4) [=P (v/3) J:, U/P~‘~) dT) - 1-J’ 
j;, 1~1 I2 dT < 3 [l - exP (w/3) fI (lb”‘“) dT)] 9 
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where t, 3 t, was selected so that l/2 < j 1 + o(l)/” .< 2 for t > t, . 
Thus for the first index, yr is not in L2(a, co) and it is for the second index. 
Using this in conjunction with the box above we see that the deficiency 
indices of La when (ii) holds would be (1,2), if we can show for p > 0 that 
no nontrivial linear combinations of yi and ya are in L2(a, co), and if for 
p < 0 that no nontrivial linear combinations of yi and ya are L2(a, 03). 
To show that these hold one only has to follow the same argument as that 
m Lemma 6. Thus the theorem is proved. 
6. q AND p CONVERGE TO ZERO 
Here we will require that the terms q’, q, and p converge to zero as t + 00. 
In addition, we will select X = (d/z/2 + z/%/2) in Eq. (4), i.e., 
YIV + 4Y’ + ((4’/2) - iP + ( Vw2) + (i. G/Z>) y = 0. (12) 
As before, in (+ d2/2) the top sign (+) corresponds to the first index and 
the bottom sign to the second index. 
Put Eq. (12) into the usual vector-matrix form 
where Y = (q’/2) - ip + (2/2i/2) + (f ~‘2/2). Denote this by 
2’ = A( (13) 
for t = [a, a). Also, let lim,,, A(t) be denoted by A(a). The following 
theorem will make use of [3, Theorem 5, p. 168, and Corollary 3, p. 1671. 
We will refer to them as 5* and 3*, respectively. 
THEOREM 9. If q’, q, and p converge to zero us t + co then the dejiciency 
indices of the operator L, are (1, 2). 
Proof. For the first deficiency index (+) we have 
A(m) = 
i 
0 1 0 
-(t/zpi,2P- ($Q/2) : b . 1 
The eigenvalues of A(a) are p1 = exp(i7?r/4), p2 = exp(i5r/12), and 
pa = exp(i13a/12). It is clear that 
NPl) > %4 > %3). (14) 
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Next let 
[ 
1 1 1 
B = exp(i7r/4) exp(i5a/l2) exp(i137r/12) . 
exp(i3n/2) exp(i5v/6) exp(i?r/6) I 
then B-lA(co)B = dia[pl , pa, pa]. Now apply Theorem 5*, using this 
information and we obtain three linearly independent solutions yr , ya , and ys 
of the first equation in (12) such that, for K = 1,2, 3 
ast-+co. 
From Corollary 3* we have for any E > 0 that 
Yk(t)/eXP((~k + dt) + o 
ast+coand 
ykWxp((~k - 44 - ~0 
as t --f co. Select E > 0 small enough so that (14) satisfies 
%k) - %h+d > 2 
(15) 
(16) 
for K = 1,2. Combining this with (15) and (16) gives 
Yk+hk -+ o (17) 
as t -+ co. Further, assume E > 0 was also selected small enough so that 
R(pk - c) > 0 for K = 1,2. If this is true then exp((pk - c)t) is not in 
L2(a, co) and hence with (16) we see that yr and y2 are not in L2(a, co). 
Next, assume that E > 0 was also selected small enough so that Ii& + E) < 0. 
Then exp((h + e)t) in L2(a, co) and hence with (15) so is ys in L2(a, CO). 
Thus the first index will be one if we can show that no nontrivial linear 
combinations of yr and y2 are in L2(a, 00). This can be proved in a manner 
similar to Lemma 6 in conjunction with (17). 
For the second index we follow the same argument to find that it will be 
two. 
Therefore the deficiency indices of the operator L, are (1,2). 
7. APPLICATIONS 
Now we would like to apply these results to the equation 
Zl( y) = iy” + i&‘y’ + ((zqJ2) t61-l + oz2toq y 
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where 01~ , a2 , ,B1 and pz are real numbers. This is a special case of Z(y) with 
q(t) -= ar,t~~ and p(t) = o1#2 .
(1) For Theorem 2 we have CQ > 0, & > (4/5),& + 215, and if & > I 
then the deficiency indices are (3, 3), and if 1 2 & > 215 then they are (1,2). 
(2) For Theorem 5 we have 01~ < 0, PI > (4/5)15, + 2/5, and If ,8, > 1 
then the deficiency indices are (2,2), and if 1 > & > 2/5 then they are (1,2). 
(3) For Theorem 8 we have cyz # 0, & > 2p, + 1, and if /3, > 312 then 
the indices are (2,2), and if 312 2 ,fJ > 315 the indices are (1,2). 
B2 
For a2 # 0 
(2,2) 
For az # 0 
For a~ # 0 
and a2 # 0 
(1,2) 
Nothing holds 
\ - For a1 # 0 (1,2) 
FIG. 2. Application of Theorems 2, 5, 8, 9 to I,(y). 
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(4) For Theorem 9 we have that if ,k$ < 0 and ,& < 0 then the deficiency 
indices are (1,2). 
These results are illustrated in Fig. 2. 
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